
Declaration of the Turkmen, Chaldean-Syriac-Assyrian and Ezidi Kurdic people of lraq

Call for the restoration of human rights to the non-ruling indigenous peoples of lraq

We, Chaldeans-Syriacs-Assyrians, Turkmens and Ezidi Kurds have come together as peoples of lraq,

belonging to this country. Our peoples are original inhabitants of lraq in equal rights with all other
peoples composing our nation and living in lraq.

Each of our peoples has suffered under the fact that our existence has not been adequately
recognised in lraq and in the international community for many decades. We all have experienced
discrimination, persecution and ethnic and cultural cleansing due to this lack of adequate recognition
of our ethnic, cultural and religious identity and the right to be as we are in our country.

Now we have been driven from our homelands in lraq by the evil that is lSlSi. This evil knows nothing
else but destruction and death and has hit our peoples in ways unimaginable. Children have been
decapitated, women raped and sold and men killed and tortured. The battle against lSlS is not a

religious battle but a battle for the most fundamental notions of humanity.

ln light of this current crisis we have united ourselves to work towards a common future in which
each of our peoples are recognised as part of our country and will be able to preserve the existence
of our ethnic, cultural and religious identities. lt is our aim to maintain and contribute to the rich
diversity of our land and to support in this effort those peoples who are our neighbours and share
the same wish for a common peaceful future.

We do not want to be treated as victims, we want to be recognized as equal citizens of lraq. We have

come to the conclusion that in order to be recognised equal citizens of lraq as Turkmen, Ezidi Kurds

and Chaldeans-Syriacs-Assyrians we need to have recognition and self-administration in those part of
the land which have been historically (and in present day) our lands where we have been able to be

and live as we are without fear for our neighbours and without the need to hide our identities.

We Ezidi Kurds want to return and live in Sinjar, we Turkmen want to return to and live in our
homelands across lraqii and we Chaldeans-syriacs-Assyrians want to return to and live in Nineveh
Plain. We want to live there as citizens and recognised peoples of lraq and not as tolerated
minorities. lt is this stigmatization that has lead to the situation that we are experiencing now.

For this reason it is necessary that we will have local autonomy and self-administration in

cooperation both with the lraqi Kurdistan Regional government and the lraqi central government.

This means that we will elect our own councils in Sinjar, Tal Afar, Tazehurmatu, Tuzhurmatu, Kifri and
Nineveh Plain districts and we maintain our self-defence forces under responsibility of these councils.
Under these councils we will govern our affairsiii. The councils will allow that all living in these areas

will have a voice and can be represented. All will have equal demoratic and fundamental rights.

The areas of our peoples mentioned in this declarationi' have been lagging behind in their
development due to the discrimination of our peoples. A special investment fund will be needed for
these areas via which our peoples will share in the wealth of lraq. Furthermore, in light of the
destruction caused by lSlS we call to the EU and US to ueate in the short term a joint reconstruction
fund for these areas to rebuild where needed. Our peoples look forward to work together with this
fund to rebuild our lands. Finally we call on the EU to monitor that existing EU funding going to lraq is
shared by our peoples as well.
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